
Participatory performative practices: 
how to involve the audience?

1. Studientag der SMG

a practical study on integrative approaches in new music performances and 
concerts, based on research made for SooonnGe, a young audience project

Accessibility to the stage Guided Freedom

Inclusion in searches and choices Inclusion in performance Inclusion in discussions

Thinking about the space in a way that invites free public 
participation, rather than imposing a stage/audience separation.

Establishing codes in order to guide the experience, providing 
a framework in which freedom can be expressed.

Opening the writing lab to participants so that the performance 
material speaks to them.

Building the show around moments that include the conscious 
and free participation of the audience.

Collecting the sensations and impressions of the participants, 
both to modulate the project and to extend the experience 
outside the concert hall.

in SooonnGe in SooonnGe

in SooonnGe in SooonnGe in SooonnGe

during each phase 
of writing the 
participants were 
consulted, which 
changed both the 
project and their 
view of their sound 
environment.

each highlight of 
the show includes 
improvisations (guided 
or not) by the children 
of the audience.

the interactions 
of the show were 
thought during a 3 
months work with 
the children of a 
class.

children sit in the 
middle of the 
playground with 
which they interact.

a set of gestures are 
invented beforehand 
with the audience to 
communicate during 
the show.

The principles

The process
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children are encouraged 
to share their real ideas, 
not what they think is 
expected of them.

in SooonnGe

Questioning the authority of the artist, no longer only 
present to demonstrate virtuosity but to share tools.

Peer-to-peer approach
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- how to involve an unprepared audience?
- how to amplify the process to a broader audience ?
- how to vary contexts and media to accompany a participative logic
   for the audience?

Next steps


